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Abstract

Instead of advancement of technologies, extra-articular deformities are still considered a challenging case for total knee replacement surgery. Regular TKR procedures may not be sufficient to achieve the acceptable outcome in these cases. Pre-op deformity assessment in all three planes becomes very important in extra-articular deformed cases. Challenges related to surgical and imaging technique was reviewed in this article. Measurement technique and selection criteria were explored based on existing literature. On the technology front, surgeons have shown the trust in Patient-specific instrumentation and Navigation to overcome the challenges. Although there are various comparative studies exists in orthopedic literature but less has focused on extra-articular deformities due to its complex nature. We have explored the literature which included extra-articular deformity to compare both technologies in the context of user experience, post-operative alignment, logistics, and cost.
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Introduction

Presence of Extra-articular deformity (EAD) in knee is one the most complicated cases in TKA. Restoring mechanical axis which is considered as a core principal for TKA could be challenging to achieve in these conditions. Considering conventional surgery; Surgeon achieves anatomical axis by drilling intra-medullary canal using reference of femur center landmark which is 5 to 10 mm anterior to intercondylar notch and subsequently they adjust valgus angle which generally varies from 5-7°. In presence of EAD, it becomes difficult to drill due to bow in the mid-shaft region of femur. It has been suggested to drill laterally from the original femur center in case of bow [1]. Additional valgus error due to presence of extreme bow cases in conventional method may lead to restore false mechanical axis. To alienating these problems associated with conventional approach in EAD cases, surgeons have tried non-conventional approach. Computed assisted method which is frequently used in TKA in these cases can be categorized in two major technologies which are Navigation and PSI. Most of the current literature keeps both technologies in same brackets precisely in EAD cases. This article explores challenges associated with EAD considering all aspects of technique and technology involved in TKA.

Extra-Articular Deformity

Deformity present in femoral shaft proximal to medial epicondyde and distal to fibula head is defined as extra-articular deformity [1]. Extra-articular deformity can be uni-planer or multi-planer. It may occur in patients which have the history of trauma, childhood metabolic diseases like rickets or piget disease [2]. High tibial osteotomy can also result into EAD. Vitamin D and calcium deficiencies which is a primary cause of osteoporosis can also play a role in bowing [1]. Severe bowing can be seen as one of the reasons behind developing EAD. The relationship between OA and coronal bowing is very evident; according to one study, 20% of patient with OA may associate with severe coronal bowing [2]. It is evident that the Asian population are more prone to bowing deformity. Yau et al. have performed a study to mark bowing in the Chinese population, Out of 92 Knee, 58 (62%) cases were found in the category of femoral bowing cases, which is considered very large [3]. Recent study on Indian population found that existence of inherent EAD and varus angulations exists in tibia which can affect the post-HKA angle if the angulations exceed more than 4° [4].

Radiological Evaluation

Pre-op Planning has become the regular practice of TKA in over the years but x-ray capturing technique in pre-op planning varies, mostly it can be classified as stitched x-ray and full-length load bearing x-ray. The process of stitched x-ray limits the radiological exposure in hip, knee and ankle region. Eventually, these three regions will be stitched together using markers for ensuring the alignment. However this method can work in mild OA with no bowing cases but in severe bow condition, stitching method may hide essential bowing information. It is suggested by mulla ji et al. that in all routine TKA cases, full-length load bearing x-rays adds more value than stitched x-ray [5]. Evaluating valgus angle in patients is prior application of pre-op x-ray. The most frequent range of valgus angle varies between 5-7 but in case of lateral bowing and coxa vara cases it may increase and vice versa [5]. Chien Yen lee et al. has found that 32% Asian patient who is diagnosed with end-stage OA and genu varum deformity has a valgus angle outside of (5 ± 2)° [6].

Coronal deformity

Proper scan orientation is very important in radiological evaluation. Neutral rotation of the limb should be cross-checked by aligning the patient’s patella right in front of x-ray and lesser trochanter should be visible while capturing x-ray. Fundamental of coronal measurements...
revolves around measurement of HKA angle, femoral valgus angle, and mechanical axis deviations. HKA angle is defined as angulations between hip center, knee center and ankle center [7]. Non-diseased HKA angle may vary between 177 ± 3°. Mullaji et al. have defined the protocol for measurement of coronal bowing [8]. If the coronal bowing angle is greater than 5° then it can be considered as femoral bowing deformity. Moderate range of femoral bowing deformity falls between 10° to 20°. Severe femoral bowing deformity should be considered when bowing exceeds from 20° [9]. It is suggested to use full leg load bearing x-ray for radiological diagnosis of severely deformed cases.

Sagittal deformity

Sagittal bowing can play a major role in implant mal-positioning. Mal-alignment in sagittal position may trigger notching issue. Implant partially placed in flexion can affect the extension gap and it may have an adverse effect on the polyethylene wearing. Implant partially placed in extension relative to femur may induce notching. Radiological evaluation for sagittal deformity in x-ray could be challenging. There are several methods mentioned in literature for sagittal measurements. Chung et al. has suggested a new true lateral position in which patient placed diagonally and x-ray beam tube was tilted to 15°. Using this method hip center could be easily recognizable and it’s easier to identify the bow in bone. Also, he had defined to mechanical axis widely used in the navigation system by manufacturers. Mechanical axis-1 was defined as femoral head center and 1 cm anterior to the blumsaat line; where else, Mechanical axis-2 was defined as hip center and the point which is 65% posterior from the most prominent point and 35% from the anterior cortex region. He also defined anterior cortex axis as the line joining at 5 cm and 10 cm from knee line and distal medullary axis was defined as mid shaft line drawn at 5 and 10 cm proximal to knee line. Sagittal calculation of bow was measured as the angle between line joined at 5 and 10 cm proximal to knee line and line joined 10 and 15 cm distally from the hip center. The author also found a relationship between bow and leg length and bow and mechanical axis [10]. Apart from bowing, the presence of anvil osteophyte may also be one of the regions behind fixed flexion deformity [11].

Axial deformity

It has been observed that axial deformity in EAD cases is rarely documented in the literature. In order to achieve to appropriate rotation alignment in mild OA cases, it has become normal practice to give 3° external rotation referencing posterior condyle line (PCL). The angle between the posterior condylar line and transepicondyle line has been considered as 3° for most of the cases but exploring literature it is evident that the posterior condylar angle (PCA) varies in different population. The conventional approach of generalization of external rotation has been challenged by several recent researchers. Lalit maini et al. have found that for external rotation of knee in Indian population is 4 deg [12]. Gurva reddy et al. also suggested on individualizing external rotation as a conclusion in CT based conclusion [13].

3D measurements

Improvement of Preop Planning including CT and MRI in assessment practices triggers the 3D evaluation of deformity. There are free software resources available like ITK, Slicer etc which can create a 3D model using input data as CT/MRI. It may be useful input for assessing deformity but the accuracy of this model may be debatable. The process of extracting 3D model from CT/MRI data is called segmentation. It can be done manually, partially automated and fully automated. Two most frequently software used for manual segmentation are Mimics and Simpleware. These software can additionally use for picking the landmarks as well. There are various discussions available on the comparison of 3D landmark and 2D landmark [14]. Mostly PSI technology uses CT and MRI modality for their process. One of the advantages of 3D technology over 2D measurements is sizing prediction. The study has shown improvement in the accuracy with 3D based sizing technology [15].

Surgical Approach and Decision Making

Extra-articular deformity has been treated mostly with two approaches which are an Intra-articular correction and Extra-articular correction technique. Mullaji et al. categorized coronal deformity with less than 10 deg as in general TKA without any influence of bow. Medial soft tissue release may be required until the achievement of equipoise in these cases. Removing the osteophyte meticulously always increases the chance of soft tissue balancing. Soft tissue release should be decided based on the assessment of whether the correction could be achieved fully or partially. In the case of varus, deep MCL and semi membranous tissue would be sacrificed. If the knee has hyperextension instability it is suggested to constrained with very conservative resection in both femur and tibia. Ligament balancing is a major challenge in case of deformity excess to 10°. These cases may persist in multi-planar deformity with lateral laxity and comparatively more osteophyte. Medial release could be more in these cases. The third category was cases where deformity exceeds more than 20°. Stepwise soft tissue release is advisable in these cases [5]. Extra-articular correction is most frequently used in EAD cases [5]. According to Piti Rattanaprichavej et al. Intra-articular correction technique could be used for deformity less than 20° in femur and less than 30° in tibia.

Extra-articular deformity in femur may be used when distal femoral cut may violate the collateral ligament and considering tibia when inter medullary axis passes out the tibia plateau [16].

Further extra-articular correction has been subdivided into single-stage procedure and double staged procedure. Several studies have shown the single staged process has a good outcome. B. Demir et al. have compared Oxford knee society score of 10 patients and observed satisfactory results. The average preoperative value was noted as 9 and post-op value was registered as 42. Preop ROM was measured as 72° which increased to 120° post operatively [17]. Similar claim was shown in Zhang et al. studies where with 9 EAD patient, HSS (Hospital for special surgery) score was increased from 18.7 to 89.8. ROM was also increased from 46.7° to 100.6° [18]. Hungerford et al. have set four criteria for decision making between intra-articular and extra-articular deformity correction: the magnitude of the deformity, the relationship of the deformity to the knee, the side of the deformity (varus or valgus), and whether the femur or the tibia is affected by the deformity [19].

Technology and Its Application in EAD

As the limitation of the conventional method, surgeons have shown interest in technologies like PSI and Navigation for the treatment of EAD. Both technologies work on the similar principal to restore mechanical axis preoperatively or intraoperatively using various image modality.
Patient specific instrumentation

PSI is a custom-made resection guide which is based on patient CT/MRI images. It can be placed at the patient’s knee and fix it through pin and subsequently, bone can be resected according to the surgeon’s input. As it’s a preoperative technique, Surgeon is required to be involved in preoperative planning phase. Surgeon has to decide the resection and angulations and then pre-op planner replicates that input in jig’s design. The success of PSI depends on various factors. Steps involved in an image to instruments creation have various steps. Each step should be performed as per imaging protocol. The first step in PSI is to capture CT/MRI images. Both image modalities have its own advantage and drawbacks. Using CT modality one can capture smallest of bone detail accurately and conversion of CT into 3D model is easier using segmentation software. Landmark picking during preoperative planning is more accurate using CT extracted 3D model. However, there is always a concern of radiation is involved with CT imaging. To minimize the radiation it is advisable to expose only the certain part of extremity which is needed for creating the mechanical axis of femur like proximal and distal one-third of femur and tibia. Mostly slice thickness for PSI is limited to 1 to 1.25 mm in knee region. Slice thickness of Hip and Ankle region can be kept as 3-5mm. The accuracy of model depends upon the slice thickness and FOV (field of view) and various CT parameters; therefore, it is advisable to strictly follow the PSI protocol. Also, PSI technology has learning curve so surgeon training can help surgeon to achieve desired outcome. Restricting image capturing in certain region may have some drawback which is similar to capturing stitched x-ray where information related to bowing cases might not appear.

Navigation

The first navigation system was used by Dr. William Barger in 1992 for THA. In 1997 Frederich Picard used for TKA but navigation was frequently used only in last one decade [20]. Navigation system can be categorized as an open and close system. Close system only supports certain part of extremity which is needed for creating the mechanical axis of femur like proximal and distal one-third of femur and tibia. Mostly slice thickness for PSI is limited to 1 to 1.25 mm in knee region. Slice thickness of Hip and Ankle region can be kept as 3-5mm. The accuracy of model depends upon the slice thickness and FOV (field of view) and various CT parameters; therefore, it is advisable to strictly follow the PSI protocol. Also, PSI technology has learning curve so surgeon training can help surgeon to achieve desired outcome. Restricting image capturing in certain region may have some drawback which is similar to capturing stitched x-ray where information related to bowing cases might not appear.

Comparison of PSI and Navigation in EAD

Implant failure rate is up to 21% in EAD cases which is considerably higher than normal TKR cases. PSI and Navigation are expected to reduce the failure rate in EAD. It has been claimed that PSI reduces blood loss, which may reflect into faster recovery system. The surgical time was also reduced since steps involved in setup for femoral alignment guide was skipped [21]. Comparing with conventional approach PSI has better post-op alignment [22]. However, Literature on blood loss comparison is EAD was not found. Considering post-op alignment, Stefan et al. performed a study to compare the outlier between conventional, PSI and Navigation. Selection criteria of knee was set as which has preoperative deformity >10°. PSI had minimum outliers, comparing all the three methods. [23]. Focusing on outcome both type of navigation: Imageless and Image-based is equally effective. Also, PSI had better post-op alignment than conventional approach. [25]. Chen et al. in his study discussed challenges with preoperative planning as surgeons have to devote additional time in reviewing planning and have to wait at least 5 to 7 days for PSI, which becomes very cumbersome for surgeons considering the volume of patient. Also, there is particular protocol which needs to be followed while using PSI jigs. If PSI jigs are CT based then surgeon has to avoid removing osteophytes and clear all the soft tissue in places where jigs need to be placed. On the other hand, compact navigation system like iASSIST need not to deal with preoperative planning and it can be used directly in the surgery without any lead time concerns [26]. It is difficult to perform study with EAD cases as compared to normal OA cases as EAD cases are very lesser in TKR practice. Emmanuel et al. in his study have shown improved functional score of EAD cases operated by PSI. PSI may perform better compare to navigation as there are always challenge to pick a landmark in real-time especially in deformed cases [27]. Methodology to achieve mechanical axis in PSI and Navigation is fundamentally different. In PSI it is based on direct landmark picking where planner picks femur center and hip center on the other hand picking hip center in navigation is dynamic where surgeon rotates knee in a circular manner to get hip center. As navigation tracker need to be placed at the shaft region, chances of fracture and infection may be more in navigation compared to PSI, however, there are not any scientific literatures to support these claims.

Cost comparison

It is claimed in the study done by Hengjin et al. that Navigation is more cost-saving solution in long-term [28]. As per PSI is concerned, Emmanuel et al. has conducted one study to evaluate the cost-effectiveness. According to the study, there is a huge indirect cost involved in PSI process. In the PSI process, Patient has to spend money on CT/MRI, travelling to image centers. Apart from this, there is cost involved in training to surgeon and patients, surgeon’s involvement in preoperative planning review, transportation charge and sterilization of PSI jigs. Concluding all indirect cost involved in PSI is 40% of the total cost which is considerably huge [29]. Watters et al. compared the
cost of conventional, PSI and Navigation; he found while comparing with conventional, PSI is not cost effective however comparing PSI with navigation system it can be considered as a cost-effective solution. PSI provides institute additional of 28 min compared to conventional and 67 min compare to navigation. These cost saving can impact the health care system more than implant related cost savings [30]. However, there was no cost comparison study precisely focused on EAD cases. Considering complexity and expected longer surgical time PSI may not be cost effective in EAD cases but further studies may be required to reach into any conclusion.

Discussion

It has been observed that EAD cases are not very frequent in regular TKR practices; lack of comparative literature is very evident. There is need of more studies in this field to overcome the decision dilemma of technologies between PSI and Navigation. PSI could be useful in cases where the bone is osteoporotic and chances of fracture during surgery is more while comparing postoperative alignment Navigation performs better. Comparing surgical time, PSI has the edge in normal TKR but there is no evidence for EAD cases, more research would be needed to conclude the surgical timing discussion between Navigation and PSI. However PSI has been pitched as a time efficient solution of TKA. It needs to be seen in a holistic way as PSI incorporates pre-operative surgical time of surgeon. This time can be further reducible after few surgeries when Preop Planner accustomed with particular surgeon approach and Preop Planning could be prepared based on the surgeon preference. Also, support of local manufacturing unit can reduce the logistic time to deliver it to the hospitals. PSI provides a Pre-operative 3D model which could be very useful complex cases. In recent advancement in 3D printing technology showing the impression that 3D printing technology may be more accessible and Hospitals are showing interest in 3D printing technology and we have started seeing the in-house 3D printing technology in hospitals. This could reduce the logistical cost and also it helps to operate patient with lesser lead time. Also, there is an initiative where researchers have used less costly imaging technology like x-ray as in input creating PSI jigs which will also help to reduce the cost further [31].
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